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Mulino a pietra Cinquant’anni di evoluzione  
nella pulitura

BIOLOGICAL
PEOPLE-ORIENTED

BIO - Selected seeds for healthy food
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since 1956

ZANIN F.LLI 
DESIGNES AND REALIZES 
MACHINES AND SYSTEMS 
FOR AGRO-INDUSTRY 
AND INDUSTRY IN GENERAL.

The ZANIN F.LLI has been founded in 1956 and is 
specialized in the construction of complete plants, 
improving the construction of complete cleaning 
systems, drying, handling and storage of cereals. 
Through our experience, quality and reliability, as well 
as the constant development of our products and our 
excellent customer service, we have achieved a very high 
reputation in the domestic and international market. 
The company ZANIN, always serving the agricultural 
industry, continues to invest in the education and 
training of their employees. In this way we were able to 
develop a very high competence and the quality process 
has been also successfully certified by TÜV SÜD.
The products ZANIN guarantee a constant performance 
and always best efficiency.

Huller

Stone mill

Cleaner

Fifty years of evolution
in cleaning



Mod. MD2-E

Mod. MD1-C

SEPARATING SYSTEMSCLEANING SYSTEMSDRYING SYSTEMS STORAGE AND CONVEYORS

MINIDRY
Dryers for small batches of product (mile, 
sunflower, corn, bean etc.) with systems to prevent 
passage of residues of combustion through the 
product.

PSC
Sieve cleaner for  
seed cleaning and 
selection.

MOBILE COMBI
Rotary drum cleaner 
for seed cleaning and  
calibration, complete 
with loading-unloading 
augers.

SA
Cleaner with air jet, 
allows a separation 
of seeds by specific 
weight.

MINI-PRA
Rotary drum cleaner 
for small batches, with 
aspiration of dusts.

Destoner Dehuller Storage-Silos

Auger with cleaner with 
aspiration

Honeycombed cylinder

Ventilation for cereals

Conveyors

Seed selection with
weighing and bagging

TREATMENT-UNIT

Treatment-Unit CO-10 P
Shaver

Measuring device 
for Treatment-Unit

Mod. MD2-E

Mod. MD1-C

Density Separator


